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Dave Bucher looks back at som e little gem s of experience from his 45 years of riding and w riting.

Dan and M arilyn

By Dave Bucher
I wonder, when you get your copy
of the KMP and see that notation on
the cover “Since 1988,” if you realize
what an accomplishment that represents. Hold this current issue at
arms length and do the math in your
head: “Let’s see, 2016 minus 1988 is
28 years, times 12 issues each year,
that’s…crap, I’ll have to use my
toes,…hmmm, about 331 issues.”

Back in the late '80s, Dan and
Marilyn both had successful corporate
careers. But the associated travel and
pressure were wearing thin. As
Marilyn reports, “Dan had invested in
a regional motorcycle publication in
Ohio, and from that experience we got
our feet wet. When that venture
ended, we left our corporate lives
behind and created the Western
Pennsylvania Motorcycle News which,
a couple of years later, expanded and
became the Keystone Motorcycle
Press. I’d say we were young, brash,
newly in love and feeling like we could
take on anything as long as we were
together.”

In today’s electronic world, with so
many notable publications disappeared or shrunken to shadows of
their former selves, Marilyn and Dan
have managed to keep both the content value of the KMP and their readership count consistently high. The
reason for that continuing success
has to do with them. In all my years
being involved with publishing, I’ve
never met any two people so selfeffacing. You may meet Dan covering biker events, and advertisers
certainly deal with Marilyn on a
regular basis, but you never see or
read a peep about them in the
paper. Blowing their own horns is
anathema. Their first and only concern is always with their readers.

I can tell you, from my personal
interaction as a contributor to this
paper since 1995, that while they are
both extremely smart and talented,
the similarities end there. Marilyn is
one of the sweetest people I’ve ever
known. Dan, not so much. He tends
toward the acerbic and highly principled, a man who will fight relentlessly for what he believes in. It would
seem that this is a perfect combination for running this operation. And,
“running” is an appropriate word. With

just the two of them working to do all
the things required to meet those constant deadlines, they live their lives
jumping from one rapidly accelerating
treadmill to the next.

As I close out my two years of
“Remembrances” as a regular column, I thought it a fitting point to
speak about my admiration for these
folks and my pride in having a small
part in their efforts. Earlier on in the
relationship, my own artistic temperament would occasionally come into
conflict with Dan’s editorial fervor.
Finally, he put that friction to rest by
simply telling me, “Everyone needs an
editor.” It was a hammer-to-the-head
epiphany that turned me from someone who routinely ignored criticism to
someone who listened. And it illustrates how much we all have gained,
and have yet to gain, from the hard
work and dedication of these two
great people.
Editor’s Note: While this is the last
regular Remembrances column for
Dave, he’s promised to send us additional recollections from time to time, as
he comes across more old photos and
memories of his many adventures.
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Buffalo Chip
announces 2016
Sturgis Rider
Sw eepstakes Prize

Buffalo Chip, SD
Partnering
with
EagleRider
Motorcycles, Buffalo Chip’s annual
Sturgis Rider Sweepstakes prize is an
extraordinary guided motorcycle vacation for two through the stunning
Southwest desert. The winner will lay
his or her claim to it on the Buffalo
Chip’s main stage during the Chip’s
Sturgis music festival.
In addition to the top prize vacation
trip, two winners will be chosen each
month, beginning in January 2017, to
receive
a
Club
EagleRider
Membership. Each membership offers
the winner access to a fleet of cruisers, dual sport bikes, dirt bikes and
ATVs and includes 13 free rentals to
be used over a one-year period.
Benefits also include many discounts,
invitations to events and rallies, and
free access to the Club EagleRider
concierge. A total of 14 winners will be
chosen to receive a free membership.
The 2016 sweepstakes is open to
anyone over 18. Entering the sweepstakes is easy and can be completed
by filling out the form online at
Buffalochip.com or at participating
Sturgis Rider Friendly Establishments.
The grand prize winner and a companion will ride over 1,000 miles
through solitary deserts, vibrant cities,
deep canyons and high mountains.
The guided trip includes accommodations, gear and the use of a
motorcycle from EagleRider’s stable.
The eight-day/seven-night ride will
originate in Los Angeles, cross Bryce
Canyon, Monument Valley and the
Grand Canyon before arriving in Las
Vegas.
“This trip offers someone the
opportunity to cross off a bucket list
item, an epic motorcycle trip of a lifetime,“ said Rod Woodruff, president of
the Sturgis Buffalo Chip. “One person
is going to win this ultimate Sturgis
Rider Sweepstakes prize package on
the Chip’s main stage in front of thousands and have an amazing story to
tell.”
“The Southwest Motorcycle Tour is
EagleRider’s best-selling vacation and
has been for many years,” said
Shawn Fechter, vice president of
EagleRider
Motorcycles.
“We’re
excited to give away an exceptional
motorcycle adventure to the winner of
the Chip’s sweepstakes this year.
There is no doubt they’re going to
have the ride of their lives. This is one
of the coolest programs out there for
riders.”
Those interested in winning this
special prize package can register at
buffalochip.com. The Sturgis Buffalo
Chip will randomly select eight finalists to appear on its main stage on
Wednesday, August 10, 2016, where
one will be awarded the ride of a lifetime in front of thousands of Sturgis
Buffalo Chip concert goers.
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